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R
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Empower children to make their
own career choices.
Facilitate session on mental health
and how to handle worries.

at:

The Our Future Derby programme:

Planning the Days:

As part of the Derby Opportunity area DfE funded programme,
the Our Future Derby team joined the pupils at Akaal Primary
School, Derby. The programme’s aims are to help raise
children’s aspirations and open a world of greater possibilities
to them, their families, and their teachers. With the Our Future
Derby team coordinating and delivering workshops and
activities to the schools, this is an opportunity for children
to connect with local employers and learn about the many
different and diverse jobs available in Derby.

The Our Future Derby team worked with the school’s
Career Related Learning Champion to plan a series of
afternoon career workshops taking place weekly throughout
January.

School Demographics:
Akaal is a relatively new Sikh Faith Free School with singleform entry. We worked with the Year 6 cohort who are the first
year to ever be in Year Six at the school. They are located in
Sunnyhill, Derby. On previous meetings, the Head Teacher,
Julie Fellowes had explained that the school has a majority
Sikh heritage population who are third generation with some
first-generation Eastern European British born children. The
school had two angles it wanted us to look at which are
mentioned below.
Many parents are aspirational, but this can sometimes have
a negative impact on mental health due to family pressures to
succeed and aim for high-performing jobs. Some pupils can be
less aspirational and need to meet Career Ambassadors who
can help broaden their horizons.
The school specifically asked for Role Models from a similar
heritage to the majority of the pupils.

Prior to lockdown this activity would have been delivered
in-person. Due to lockdown restrictions the events took
place via Zoom. The recipients received a blended learning
experience as keyworker children were present in school and
the rest of the class joined the session remotely from home!
This was new to us all. The event was delivered virtually
with virtual volunteers, a virtual host and a mix of in-class
pupils and those joining us from the comfort of their own
home!
The events were posted on the Primary Futures Portal
(https://primaryfutures.org/schools/) to secure Career
Volunteers to support the session. We managed to gain a
wide range of wonderful volunteers from a mix of
backgrounds and heritages including Sikh, Hindu,
Christian, English, American, Mexican, Indian and Scottish.

What’s My Line assembly:
At the beginning of each of the first three sessions,
a ‘What’s My Line’ assembly took place, where we presented
volunteers in a fun, game show style way and pupils were
tasked to ask closed then open-ended questions to guess their
job roles. These were successful throughout each event.
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Event 1 Where does my job take me?
VOLUNTEERS:
• A male Retired RAF Pilot/
Commercial.
• Pilot/Author who now spends his
time working with an
orphanage school in
Africa.
• A male Captain of a ship and
Marine Consultant.

Event 2 How did I become a...?

Overview:
This event was focussed on travel and Geography. We learnt
all about how the captains had been to almost every country in
the world, they spoke about their journey, the link with school
subjects and the highs and lows of travel.
It was interesting to hear the comparison between schools in
the UK and the Orphanage School in Africa with the lack of
equipment, resources and other things we in the UK can often
take for granted. We were all surprised to hear that the children
there wore their school uniform with pride for many hours after
school which showed how grateful they were for having a uniform
and being able to attend an educational institution. The pupils
of Akaal were surprised to hear this and left feeling a sense of
gratitude.

Overview:
This event focussed on career journeys, qualifications and
opportunities linked with jobs.

VOLUNTEERS:
• A female Aviation Manager who
had travelled all over the world.
She joined us on all three events
and explained her other roles.
These include being a self-published
Author and Businessperson.
Although retired, this career
ambassador is now a seasoned
volunteer, often checking in for new
opportunities to volunteer on Our
Future Derby.
• A female Author/Teaching
Assistant/Mental Health
Ambassador

Both ambassadors explained their journeys and how they were
ending taboos and stereotypes about gender or community
expectations and mental health issues.
The key message here was to follow your dreams, have
conversations with family about this and not to let family or
society pressure impact your mental health.
The Author was very open about how she uses her writing as a
tool to release her worries. She spoke about her journey as an
unwell child and how it took ten years to publish her first book.
The children were left with the message that they should
never give up and often parents and families may inadvertently
pressurise their children into certain career paths out of a place
of love, so communication is key, if this is not what the individuals
wish to do.
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Event 3 Aspirations Workshop

VOLUNTEERS:
• A female Business Advisor.
• A female BT Project Manager who
has worked with the company for
40 years.
• A female Family Law Solicitor who
was born in Derby and now resides
in Sheffield.

Overview:
The children were surprised to see one of the volunteers from the
previous week come back in another role. This led to discussion
that over the length of one’s career, it is not uncommon to change
careers more than once.
The children were asked about their goals, how they can achieve
them, and societal pressure was a key theme of the day.
Three of the four volunteers were from an Indian heritage
background and explained how social pressures can make
certain jobs held in higher esteem, although this is not always the
case. The message again, was one of following your dreams and
working hard.

• A male Property Planning
Development Manager who is now
working on ‘the Gherkin’ in London.

Event 4 Enterprise Day

VOLUNTEERS:
• A female Entrepreneur who
became the owner of her own
business training care homes how
to handle family members.
• A female Actuary from India who
bought a Post Office to run, then
decided to go back to University
and is now a successful Actuary.

Overview:
This was the third event for one of our seasoned volunteers. The
children managed to build a good relationship with this volunteer
and were excited to see her back with us again.
This time we did not have a What’s My Line Assembly but instead
opened up with a Q&A session. The children were taught the
rules of Enterprise, had brilliant conversations about business
types, what businesses can sell and the pressures of staying
afloat during recessions or difficult periods.
The children were then tasked with developing their own product
to sell to a target market of children their age. They came up with
some amusing, some brilliant and some ingenuous ideas. The
pupils then presented to the panel with some Dragons Den style
questioning.

product
design

ideas
sessions
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Feedback:

The Outcome:

Akaal Primary School’s Head Teacher -

The quotes below summarise the
success of the event. We had some pupils who
prior to the event, did not have high aspirations.
They were inspired by our volunteers and hoped
to go into similar careers to them.

Quotes from the pupils:

at:

‘It was nice talking about mental health and growth
mindset!’
‘I feel inspired to do a career where I can help others’
‘I think it was pretty good. I liked the people’s jobs
and I like how you guys try to inspire us in the best
way, like I clearly understood what the people do in
their jobs and how is it to do their jobs.
Overall, I would say my future is very good. I just like
how you guys take your time to teach us and inspire,
so yeah, you guys are doing an excellent job. I loved
it. Thank you for giving us your time and teaching all
of us.’
‘The sessions were great; I just wish we could
have met the volunteers in person. I guess it was
good in a way to do it this way, because if someone
wasn’t well, then they still could join in from home. I
really liked the guessing game when we had to ask
question to figure out what they do. The volunteers
were really nice, and warm hearted. Every session I
learned more and more about different jobs and what
it takes to reach your goals. Thank you very much.’
‘Today has been really fun. I enjoyed designing my
own product!

‘I have heard some brilliant feedback from these sessions.
The Mental Health Ambassador was the most memorable
volunteer and the children have had a lot to think about.’
Akaal Primary School’s Careers Champion Feedback ‘Thank you for organizing and delivering all the sessions over
the past few weeks. To be honest, at the beginning I was
not sure how successful the sessions will be as they could
not take place in school and the volunteers couldn’t see the
children in person. Every week I could see more and more
engagement from the children. During the first week, I
think, children have found it “odd” to do those sessions over
zoom as it was all new for them but week after week, the
engagement increased, and they were intrigued by who will
they meet during the next session.’
Family Law Solicitor ‘The Akaal Careers workshop was incredibly insightful to me
as a Volunteer and really highlighted the future of our society!
The pupils were engaging and interacted well. The session
ran efficiently and was well put together with some pupils
logging in from home and some pupils from the classroom.
I enjoyed partaking in this and I look forward to hopefully
carrying out further sessions with this school in the future’.
Mental Health Ambassador ‘It was genuinely great to be part of Akaal School’s Career
Workshop! It was brilliantly organised with an inspiring
message of reminding children that they have the confidence
within them to be anything they want to be. The workshop
was creative, so children were happy to get involved by
asking some thought provoking questions. I was also thankful
to be given the opportunity to speak about the importance of
mental and emotional health. Thank you so much for allowing
me to be part of this successful workshop!’
RAF Pilot/Commercial Pilot -

Key messages included:
4 The importance of having aspiring conversations
with family
4 There are no gender specific roles - boys and girls can
both do the same jobs.
4 You can break stereotypes and follow your own
career path.
4 Live your dreams!
4 The importance of looking after your mental health

‘This was my first workshop and it seemed to go very well.
The children were well engaged and asked appropriate
questions. The social media platform (zoom) was well
facilitated. A good all-round event for the children and guests.’

